Spanish Termly Overview
Autumn 1 2019

Autumn 2 2019

Spring 1 2020

Spring 2 2020

Summer 1 2020

Summer 2 2020

Year Three

Greeting and
classroom instructions
Spanish culture
Animals
Numbers & plurals

Connectives & simple
sentences
Gender
Memorisation
Story telling
Me llamo
Spanish names
Mi mamá story
Christmas

Colours & Aliens story
Opinions, word order &
adjectives
The Enormous Turnip

Numbers 1-10
Tengo
Age
Definite and indefinite
articles
Easter

Quisiera
The connective ‘pero’
Es and the hare & the
tortoise
También
Numbers 1 -15

Days of the week
Revision and raps
Assessment & rap
performance
Barcelona

Year Four

Animals & classroom
instructions
Poem
Sr Romero’s day out
Talk4Writing –
learning a story
Parts of the body
colours

Monsters
Adjective
agreements
The hungry monster
Food & opinions
Goldilocks story
The Snowman

Shopping for food

Personal
descriptions
Celebrity
descriptions
Little Red Riding
Hood
Family
Las Fallas festival

Possessive
adjectives
Dictionary skills &
Clothes
Colours

The Hedgehog story
Talk4Writing
Revision
Assessments
San Fermín festival
project

Classroom instructions
& opinions
Sports & opinions
Sports clothing
Revise ‘tener’
Negative agreement
The Emperor’s New
Clothes
Ser & Tener
Questions
Time
Daily routine
Daily routine in other
countries

Weather
Describing the
weather
Hobbies
Pets
Mexican legend
Poems
The Snowman
Houses
Comparatives &
preferences
The Three Little Pigs
Rooms in the house
Christmas presents

Baby Elephant story
‘Ser’
Numbers 1-31, months,
dates revision
Spanish maths
School subjects
Spanish schools

School subjects
preference
Tortoise birthday story
‘Ir’
Transport
Classroom items
Semana Santa

Possessive adjectives
Prepositions
Pronunciation
Revision of ‘Ir’
Simple future

Speaking practice
Revision
Assessments
The Day of the Dead
tradition

The best place in the
world: home
Bedrooms around the
world
Places in a town
Revision of ‘Ir’

Directions
Buying food
Numbers 1 -100
April Fool’s Day

Numbers revision
Café
Spanish food & menus
The past (preterite)

The past (preterite)
Speaking assessments
Spanish alphabet

Year Five

Year Six

Pronunciation

Numbers
1-15 revision &
months
Numbers
1 -31 & Spanish
maths
Dates, birthdays &
name days

pronunciation

Spanish Skills
Ongoing:
 I can listen to others speaking a different language.
 I can join in with songs and rhymes.
 I can answer questions.
 I can ask questions.
 I can give an opinion.
 I can speak in sentences.
 I can speak with accurate pronunciation and intonation.
 I can present ideas.
 I can describe people orally.
 I can describe places orally.
 I can describe things orally.
 I can describe actions orally.
 I can use phrases to create new sentences.
 I can use accurate grammar when I am speaking.
 I can read and show that I understand words and phrases.
 I can use a dictionary.
 I can write phrases from memory.
 I can use phrases to create new sentences in writing.
 I can describe people in writing.
 I can describe places in writing.
 I can describe things in writing.
 I can describe actions in writing.

Year 3 & Year 4:
Spoken language
• I can name and describe people.
• I can name and describe a place.
• I can name and describe an object.
• I can have a short conversation saying 3-4 things.
• I can give a response using a short phrase.
• I am starting to speak in sentences.
Reading
• I can read and understand a short passage using familiar language.
• I can explain the main points in a short passage.
• I can read a passage independently.
• I can use a bilingual dictionary or glossary to look up new words.
Writing
• I can write phrases from memory.
• I can write 2-3 short sentences on a familiar topic.
• I can say what I like/dislike about a familiar topic.
Year 5 & Year 6:
Spoken language
• I can hold a simple conversation with at least 4 exchanges.
• I can use my knowledge of grammar to speak correctly.
Reading
• I can understand a short story or factual text and note the main points.
• I can use the context to work out unfamiliar words.
Writing
• I can write a paragraph of 4-5 sentences.
• I can substitute words and phrases.

